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The Panigale in the photo is equipped with:

- Evolution complete exhaust system in titanium 
- Ducati Corse oversized windscreen
- Carbon rear mudguard
- Carbon front sprocket cover
- Carbon swingarm guard
- Carbon fiber cover for ignition switch
- Carbon cover for rear shock absorber
- Carbon fiber cover for conveyors
- Carbon cover for clutch case
- Racing tank filler plug
- Mirror hole caps
- Racing articulated levers kit
- Racing seat
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1 - SBK Sport accessory package
Black intertwined fibre, resistant and lightweight; this is 
the leitmotif of the Sport package dedicated to all Panigale 
family models. The carbon, long synonymous with the track, 
competition and technological development, is flanked by those 
billet aluminium accessories that really underline the racing spirit 
of the Ducati Superbike.

2 - SBK Touring accessory package 
The pleasure of riding along winding mountain roads, or the 
panoramic coast, carrying all that you need for an out of town ride 
with you - this is the essence of the motorcycling spirit. The tank 
bag and comfort seat are designed to offer you these moments 
while not limiting the sportiness of the Panigale in any way. Then, 
thanks to the electronic anti-theft system with impact sensor and 
integrated siren, you can leave your bike unattended and enjoy a 
worry-free rest.

The Sport package includes: carbon fiber cover for ignition switch, 
carbon cover for rear shock absorber, carbon heel guards for rider 
footpegs, racing tank filler plug, carbon and aluminium alloy plate 
holder, carbon front sprocket cover, anodized billet aluminium 
handlebar weights, carbon fuel tank protector.

The Touring package includes: antitheft system, soft tank bag, 
rider comfort seat, radiator protective grill.
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1 - Ducati Corse complete exhaust unit 
Designed by Ducati Corse in co-operation with Termignoni for the 
Superstock World Championship 2014. It consists of stainless 
steel manifolds 2 into 1 into 2 (Ø max 70 mm), and real new 
silencers with titanium sleeve and removable dB killer. Besides 
complete hardware, carbon fiber heat guard under the seat 
and hardware key Up Map for the specific mapping loading are 
supplied as standard. This kit ensures a lightweight of about 2 kg 
and maximum power increasing of approximately 5% compared 
to the standard exhaust system.

2 - Racing silencers with titanium sleeve 
Produced by Termignoni. Provided with removable dB killers. 
End manifold body and hardware Up Map key for the dedicated 
mapping loading are included in the supply. This kit ensures 
a weight reduction of about 1.5Kg compared to the standard 
exhaust system.

3 - Carbon heat guards kit for racing silencers 
The texture and lightweight of composite fiber further enhance 
the technical features of the Panigale’s titanium silencers.

1 - Evolution complete exhaust system in titanium 
Created by Akrapovič exclusively for the 1299 Panigale, this is the 
most advanced complete racing exhaust system available on the 
market. Every single section of the system is produced in a special 
Titanium alloy, with TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) weld joints, extremely 
light and resistant to high temperatures and allowing a weight 
reduction of 3.1 kg. Once fitted to the bike, the Evolution exhaust 
significantly increases the already impressive weight-power ratio 
of the Panigale, for breath-taking acceleration and spurt. The kit 
includes an up-map key for the upload of dedicated mapping. The 
kit includes an up-map key for uploading the dedicated mapping.

2 - Titanium racing silencer kit 
The most you can ask for from a slip-on system. The constructional 
care of Akrapovič is obvious in both the design and performance. 
The increase in torque and power exceeds 7% and the weight is 
reduced of 1.7 kg. The kit includes an up-map key for uploading 
the dedicated mapping.

3 - Titanium racing manifolds 
Developed in collaboration with Akrapovič, they come complete 
with up-map key for uploading the race mapping, and carbon 
fiber heat guard. They transform the two racing silencers into a 
powerful and complete lightweight system.
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1 - Exhaust system with long manifolds 
This is the latest innovation developed by Ducati Corse for the FIM 
Superstock 1000 Championship to improve bike performance 
when exiting corners. It was designed for track use, and it is on 
the track that its advantages will be most appreciated. Its racing 
nature requires that, when installing this kit, the pillion rider 
footpegs and water radiator electric fan are removed. The kit also 
includes a carbon fiber underseat plate. Once this kit is installed 
the vehicle is no longer fit for public road use.

2 - Complete set of stainless steel manifolds 
 2 into 1 into 2 (Ø max 70 mm)
With hardware key Up map for the dedicated mapping loading, 
carbon heat guard and complete hardware.

3 - Ducati Corse oversized windscreen 
It improves bike aerodynamic protection at high speed during 
track use.
Colour version:  

2 - Carbon guard for generator casing
The layers of matte finish carbon fiber, that lend an unmistakable 
racing style, are reinforced with a layer of Kevlar to improve 
abrasion resistance in the case of sliding.

1 - Billet aluminium adjustable footpegs kit
Developed by Ducati Corse for the World Superstock 
Championship and made in top-quality billet aluminum alloy. 
Adjustable in two positions. They are equipped with articulated 
brake and gear pedals to minimize the risk of breakage when 
sliding. The footpegs are carefully machined for improved grip. 
These footrests are fitted with DQS as standard and so they can 
be configured for both traditional and reverse shift configurations. 
It is therefore not necessary to purchase the racing DQS                 
no. 96676410B.

3 - Carbon front sprocket cover
Its matte finish enhances the look of the Superquadro engine.
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2 - Carbon front mudguard 
This exotic material further enhances the sporty demeanor of this 
new Superbike.

1 - Carbon rear mudguard
Designed for installation to aluminum double-sided swinging 
arm; curvy profile and racetrack look enhance the sporting soul 
of this new superbike.

2 - Carbon rear mudguard
Compatible with track use tires and tire warmers. A clean 
streamlined design with a decidedly racing style

1 - Carbon swingarm guard
The special plastic slider ensures effective protection in the case 
of sliding, while also standing out as a stylistic element. The inside 
surface is rubberized to protect the swingarm from scratching.
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1 - Carbon fiber cover for conveyors
Carbon lends this component lightweight and a stylish, sporty 
appearance.

2 - Carbon shark fin chain guard
Safety and style merge together only to be emphasized by the 
black look of carbon fiber.

2 - Carbon cover for rear shock absorber
It protects the monoshock from contact with the rider’s leg. It 
combines protection, stylish design and lightweight.

1 - Carbon fiber cover for ignition switch
With its matte finish, it adds a stylish accent to the front end of 
the Panigale tank.
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1 - Carbon heel guards for rider footpegs
Dedicated to billet aluminium footpegs part no. 96451111B, they 
fit on OE footpegs too. They reduce contact with the rider’s boots 
to a minimum.

2 - Underseat carbon heat-reflective guard kit 
Replaces standard underseat heat guard, to enhance functionality 
and style.

4 - Carbon and aluminium alloy plate holder
It gives the bike rear end an aggressive style and - in case of track 
use - it is easy to remove, thus allowing a safe and hidden wiring 
housing.

3 - Carbon cover for clutch case
The matte-finished carbon layers enhance the race-oriented look 
of the bike and are topped with a layer in Kevlar for improved 
scratch resistance in case of skidding.
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1 - Billet aluminium clutch casing cover
Cut out of solid metal, this cover protects the clutch and adds 
another distinctive element to your bike.

2 - Mirror hole caps
Ideal to cap rear-view mirror mounting holes on headlight fairing, 
when they are removed for track use.

3 - Racing tank filler plug
It can be opened without a key to make fill-ups more convenient.

2 - Radiator protective grill
Made from aluminium, helps protect the cooling system from 
rocks and road debris while providing aesthetic appeal.

1 - Brake and clutch fluid reservoirs
Made from high-quality anodized billet aluminum to enhance the 
bike’s look.
Colour version: 
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1 - Anodized billet aluminium handlebar weights
These components are first accurately machined and then 
anodized to lend them a stylish surface finish.
Colour version: 

2 - Clutch-side outer cover 
 made from magnesium alloy
Uncompromising lightweight

3 - Racing articulated levers kit
Made from billet aluminum, they have adjustable travel and anti 
breakage joints.

4 - Auxiliary left-hand switch
The Up/Down buttons allow to quickly change a DTC, DWC or 
EBC parameter while riding. The system allows maximum setting 
1 but not the system disabling.
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2 - Anti-theft kit
Consisting of movement, tamper, and lift sensors. This kit features 
an audible alarm and remote control activation.

2 - Soft bag in technical fabric
To fit on the passenger seat with finishing and style made in Italy. 
It can contain necessary things for short trips and it includes anti-
rain cover. Capacity 8 litres.

1 - Soft tank bag
In technical fabric with attachment points designed for maximum 
stability even at high speed. Includes two side pockets, one 
zipped top pocket, and rain cover. Total capacity 12 liters.

1 - Set of billet aluminium rider footrests
Design and material minimize weight while their machined finish 
enhances rider grip to the pegs.
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More accessories in the family:

1 - Termignoni Racing silencer overhaul kit
2 - Ducati Corse Superstock data acquisition kit
3 - Track fairing conversion kit
4 - Racing tail guard kit
5 - Racing under-sump kit
6 - Passenger seat cover
7 - Aluminum front axle protectors
8 - Plug&Play reverse quick-shift designed for bike 
  track use
9 - Reverse gear change control wiring
10 - Pair of LED turn indicators
11 - Ducati Data Acquisition kit complete with GPS 
  module
12 - Lithium battery
13 - Paddock bike canvas
14 - Rear paddock stand for double-sided swinging 
  arm
15 - Transparent tank cover
16 - Carbon fuel tank protector

1 - Racing seat 
Neoprene provides comfort, the upholstery enhances rider grip, 
while the seat profile maximizes rider stability.

3 - Rider comfort seat
Features denser foam and thicker padding when compared to 
the OE seat.  These attributes provide maximum support while 
minimizing rider fatigue.

1 - 2 - Passenger comfort seat 
Extra-soft padding and a hi-tech finish, thanks to the use of 
refined materials.



The Diavel in the photo is equipped with:

- Complete racing exhaust system
- Billet aluminium frame plugs
- Billet aluminum adjustable footpegs
- Carbon fiber rear mudguard
- Carbon belly fairing
- Carbon fiber exhaust pipe heat guard
- Carbon headlight frame
- Carbon fiber cover for the upper instrument panel
- Aluminium clutch cover
- Billet aluminium twistgrips
- Billet aluminium rearview mirror
- Billet aluminium clutch and brake levers
- Billet aluminium footpegs
- Forged aluminum rims set
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3 - Diavel Sport accessory package 
The Diavel uses its muscular design and power to establish 
its unique personality in the two-wheeled world. The range of 
accessories in the “Sport” package enhance these characteristics, 
thanks to the aggressive elegance of the carbon fibre and black 
anodised billet aluminium.

The Sport package includes: carbon fiber rear mudguard, carbon 
headlight frame, carbon and aluminium covers for brake and 
clutch fluid tanks, carbon and aluminium rear brake reservoir 
cover.

2 - Diavel Urban accessory package 
A two-wheeled icon, the Diavel shows off its metropolitan nature 
with the “Urban” accessory package, a collection of unique and 
unmistakeable aluminium sculptures.

The Urban package includes: aluminium clutch cover, billet 
aluminium pinion cover, billet aluminium frame plugs, billet 
aluminium footpegs, forged aluminum rims set, carbon fuel tank 
protector.

1 - Diavel Touring accessory package 
A gutsy and versatile muscle bike. Thanks to its Riding Modes, 
the Diavel transforms from a thoroughbred into a faithful travelling 
companion during your holidays. The “Touring” package offers all 
of the space and protection needed to enjoy your spare time in 
total freedom.

The Touring package includes: Gran Turismo Plexiglas windscreen, 
set of semi rigid side panniers, passenger rear backrest.
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1 - Complete exhaust system with carbon 
 silencers and black ceramic coated pipes
Produced by Termignoni. The exhaust pipes enhance Diavel’s 
naturally aggressive personality. With the carbon silencer and 
aluminium end cap, they create an exclusive “total black” look. 
It adds to the bike’s already substantial power and torque while 
simultaneously reducing weight. The kit also includes the up-map 
key for the upload of the dedicated mapping and a carbon fiber 
heat shield for the vertical header pipe.

1 - Complete racing exhaust system
Produced by Termignoni, the assembly ends with a silencer in 
carbon fibre, the ultralight high-tech material that has, more than 
any other, revolutionised the motorcycling world, and blends 
perfectly with the top class billet aluminium end cap. The system 
also includes the heat guard. In addition to making Diavel look a 
whole lot meaner, the kit also gives it a power boost, evident right 
from the bottom end, for previously undreamt-of performance 
levels.

3 - Billet aluminum adjustable footpegs
Exciting style and breathtaking details make these sculpted metal 
footpegs a must-have item for Diavel style lovers. They allow peg 
position to be moved to better suit the rider.

2 - Billet aluminium frame plugs
Thanks to their painstaking design, these frame plugs fit in 
perfectly with the Diavel lines, enhancing its design even more.
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3 - Carbon fiber rear mudguard 
Designed with sharp lines to complement the look of the single-
sided swing-arm and machined rear wheel.

2 - Carbon fibre front mudguard 
Manufactured with extreme accuracy, provides an exotic look to 
the Diavel’s contemporary front end.

1 - Type-approved carbon silencer 
 with catalytic converter 
The uncompromising design of this exhaust - produced by 
Termignoni - enhances the unmistakeable style of Diavel, for 
great sound, character and riding pleasure.
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1 - Carbon belly fairing 
Made of a lightweight and high-resistance material, provides 
excellent engine protection. Strikingly designed in every detail, 
with a modern and clear style.

2 - Carbon fuel tank cover 
Light and streamlined, it perfectly matches the instrument panel 
positioned onto tank, making your Diavel even more exclusive.

1 - Undertank carbon side panels  
They are made of carbon fibre – the most innovative and 
sophisticated material which, besides reducing the bike’s weight 
it gives it a sporty and dynamic look.

3 - Carbon passenger seat cover 
Allows turning your bike into a Monoposto, making the bike rear 
end even more streamlined.

2 - Carbon lower instrument panel cover 
Meticulous design ensures that it integrates perfectly with the 
tank outline while the carbon weave makes the instrumentation 
color display even more eye-catching.
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3 - Carbon fiber exhaust pipe heat guard 
Adds a design accent to heat protection.

1 - Carbon belt guard kit 
To protect timing belts.

2 - Carbon front sprocket cover 
This high-tech, lightweight and sleek item ensures beauty and 
practicality combined into a single accessory.

4 - Carbon headlight frame 
Enhances the style of Diavel’s front end.

5 - Carbon fiber cover for the 
 upper instrument panel 
Replaces the OE plastic screen and creates a more stealth profile.
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1 - Carbon cover for water radiator 
The painstaking design and study of shapes has resulted in 
covers that perfectly integrate with the motorcycle’s style.

2 - Gran Turismo Plexiglas windscreen 
Comes with all necessary mounting hardware and provides 
rider with effective wind and weather protection. Height: 55 cm, 
width: 36 cm.
Colour version: 

3 - Smoked Sport Headlight Fairing 
This headlight fairing, integrated into the vehicle, features good 
aerodynamic properties while not compromising the energy of 
the Diavel. Complete with fasteners.
Colour version: 
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1 - Aluminium clutch cover 
Offers extra protection to the right side engine case.  This 
component features the Ducati Performance logo over a detailed 
machined finish.

2 - Billet aluminium pinion cover 
It is machined and anodized black. It replaces the stock plastic 
component and adds a more aggressive look.

3 - Carbon and aluminium covers 
 for brake and clutch fluid tanks 
The combination of these two top class materials adds to the 
bike’s prestige, making its character and style evident in every 
detail.

4 - Carbon and aluminium rear brake 
 reservoir cover 
It matches the version for the front and helps complete the billet 
and carbon fiber theme.
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2 - Billet aluminium rearview mirror 
Decisive shape and rich in style. Homologated for road use. 
Colour version: 

1 - Billet aluminium twistgrips 
Machined and anodized black, these grips offer a custom look 
and feel.

1 - Side mount license plate kit 
Eliminates the rear splash guard and emphasizes the look of the 
Diavel’s massive 8x17 inch rear wheel.

2 - Billet aluminium footpegs  
In addition to their aesthetic appeal, they enhance rider grip to 
the foot controls.
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3 - Billet aluminium clutch and brake levers 
Metal forging in spirited and catchy design objects.

4 - Forged aluminum rims set
Boasting a cutting-edge design and wonderful finishing. The 
forging process lends lightness and nimbleness to clear-cut and 
muscular shapes. Standard sizes: 3.50x17/8.00x17.

1 - Billet aluminium water pump cover 
Features a machined finish that adds a show-stopping look to the 
bike.
Colour version: 

2 - Racing articulated levers kit 
Made from billet aluminium, with travel adjustment and anti 
breakage joint.
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1 - Ducati satellite navigator kit Zumo 390 
Preset for ergonomic installation on the motorcycle and featuring 
a dual-channel Bluetooth® connection, supporting simultaneous 
use of intercom and mobile phone. The new, waterproof and 
glovefriendly Zumo390 meets all biker’s requirements, thanks 
to its cutting-edge navigation system and geolocalisation of the 
whole Ducati service network preloaded on the map. It includes 
“nuMaps Lifetime” subscription ensuring up to 4 map updates a 
year, for the whole navigator’s life.

1 - Diavel Tourer seat 
Features weatherproof upholstery and stitching creating a 
“custom” look.  Meanwhile, the thicker padding and anti-slip 
fabric add 40mm of rider seat height, further improving comfort. 

2 - Gran Turismo seat 
Special fabric and high quality finish; ergonomic riding position for 
optimal comfort.

3 - Low Ride seat 
Seat lowered by approximately 15mm. Ensures great comfort 
and makes it easier for the rider to reach the ground with his/
her feet.

2 - Additional luggage rack 
Fits to side pannier subframe; provides a convenient supporting 
surface for a bag.
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1 - Tank bag  
Made of high-resistance technical fabric. The bag can be expanded 
up to a capacity of 14 litres. It features a clear map pocket and 
comes with a waterproof cover.

2 - Tail bag 
Mounts to passenger seat and is made from heavy duty weather 
resistant fabric.  It features rucksack straps for easy carrying off 
the bike and a storage capacity expandable up to 18 liters.

3 - Set of semi rigid side panniers  
Comes with dedicated subframe, rear grab rails and lights. Bags 
are made from special weather-proof fabric. Capacity of over      
40 liters.

4 - Passenger rear backrest  
Attaches to existing mounting points on side pannier frames. 
Improves passenger comfort.

1 - Passenger grab rail kit
Enhances passenger comfort, but also doubles as side pannier 
support. Supplied with rear lights, it can also be used to install 
luggage rack and/or backrest without panniers.

More accessories in the family:

1 - Aluminum front axle protectors
2 - Rear shock absorber spring K=90 N/mm
3 - Rear shock absorber spring K=105 N/mm
4 - Ducati Performance dedicated antitheft system
5 - Bike cover
6 - Carbon fuel tank protector
7 - Tank protector



The Multistrada in the photo is equipped with:

- Complete racing exhaust kit with titanium silencer
- Carbon front mudguard 
- Carbon fiber rear mudguard 
- Carbon rear splashguard 
- Carbon headlight fairing 
- Carbon front sprocket cover 
- Carbon rear chain guard 
- Carbon cover for hands-free antenna 
- Set of billet aluminium frame plugs 
- Billet aluminium water pump cover 
- Covers for brake and clutch fluid tanks 
- Folding rear brake and gear change levers
- Rear aluminium luggage rack
- Carbon fuel tank protector
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1 - Multistrada Sport accessory package
A concentration of adrenalin and pure riding pleasure, the “Sport” 
package offers strong emotions thanks to the homologated 
exhaust and a number of unique accessories.

The Sport package includes: type approved end silencer in carbon, 
carbon front mudguard, covers for brake and clutch fluid tanks.

2 - Multistrada Enduro accessory package 
Whether on asphalt or dirt tracks, the “Enduro” package ensures 
your bike will perform on any surface.

The Enduro package includes: protective mesh for water radiator, 
engine cover plate, engine cover in steel tubes, stand support 
plate, steel footpegs, set of additional LED headlamps.

3 - Multistrada Touring accessory package 
Unique performance and travelling pleasure, the “Touring” 
package allows both rider and passenger to take on new 
adventures each time.

The Touring package includes: center stand, heated plug-&-play 
handgrips, set of rigid side panniers*.
* The coloured covers for top case/side panniers are not included in the package; 
they must be ordered separately.

4 - Multistrada Urban accessory package 
Breath-taking riding and practicality, the “Urban” package makes 
the daily ride a pleasant one for every rider.

The Urban package includes: power extension cable with USB 
port, rear top case kit, tank pocket bag*, “Tanklock®” flange kit.
* The coloured covers for top case/side panniers are not included in the package; 
they must be ordered separately.
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2 - Carbon rear splashguard 
Utility and aesthetics combine in this element finished with 
protective gel coating.

1 - Type-approved end silencer in carbon 
Produced by Termignoni, ensures rich supply and a full sound, 
while keeping emission levels within legal requirements.

1 - Complete racing exhaust kit 
 with titanium silencer 
Produced by Termignoni, the system ensures a considerable 
increase in the levels of torque and maximum power, thanks to 
the racing mapping that can be selected via the supplied up-map 
key; the db-killers can be extracted for a full sound.
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2 - Carbon fiber rear mudguard 
Decisive lines and unique geometry to enhance the design of the 
Multistrada rear end.

1 - Carbon front sprocket cover
This high-tech, lightweight and sleek item ensures beauty and 
practicality combined into a single accessory.

2 - Carbon headlight fairing 
Reveals the racing soul of the Multistrada 1200.

1 - Carbon front mudguard
Precise production allows this piece to further enhance the 
aesthetics of the bike.
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3 - Carbon rear chain guard 
Combining aesthetics with high levels of resistance.

2 - Kit of Gran Turismo smoke-tinted 
 Plexiglas windscreen 
Thanks to its increased dimensions (L=+20mm; H=+35mm), it 
offers maximum aerodynamic protection, indispensable on long 
journeys.
Colour version: 

3 - Spoiler for Plexiglas
Increases riding comfort even on long and fast rides, reducing air 
vortexes on the helmet. The spoiler can be removed in seconds.
Colour version: 

1 - Carbon lateral covers for air conveyors 
For a much more aggressive front end.

2 - Horizontal belt cover 
Made of carbon fibre – combines stylish appearance, lightweight 
and strength.

1 - Carbon cover for hands-free antenna 
Details that make a difference.
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2 - Engine cover plate
Built in anodized aluminium, it protects the engine from debris 
and possible impacts.

1 - Set of billet aluminium frame plugs
The meticulous CNC machining of the aluminium ensures that 
the frame plugs fit in perfectly with the bike, enhancing its design 
even more.
Colour version: 

1 - Billet aluminium water pump cover
Features a machined finish that adds a show-stopping look to the 
bike.
Colour version: 

2 - Covers for brake and clutch fluid tanks
Built in billet aluminium; they lend character and style even to the 
smallest details.
Colour version: 
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2 - Engine cover in steel tubes
Provides further engine protection from possible impacts while 
using the bike on uneven roads.

1 - Stand support plate
Increases the area of support of the side stand for greater stability 
while the bike is parked.

1 - Protective mesh for water radiator
Built in aluminium, it acts as a barrier against debris, without 
adding weight.

2 - Set of additional LED headlamps
Reduced consumption and great luminosity for better visibility at 
night and in fog. 

3 - Center stand
Integrated in the bike and designed to provide maximum stability 
when lifting the bike. An essential element for touring use.
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1 - Heated plug-&-play handgrips 
By setting one of three available levels, you can avoid the cold and 
subsequent sore hands, to ride even on the coldest days.

4 - Hands-free tank filler plug
Thanks to the electric opening system, refuelling becomes fast 
and needs no key. It automatically unlocks when the bike is 
switched off and locks again 60 seconds later if refuelling does 
not take place.

1 - Steel footpegs 
The special shape allows a great grip. The rounded edges prevent 
boots’ soles from getting damaged; the open structure allows any 
loose dirt to fall off the boots and pass through the footpegs. An 
elongated design and the oblique cut towards the external side 
increase the distance from the ground. The sandblasted steel is a 
specific feature of this product that indicates its noble origin from 
the Enduro world.

2 - Folding rear brake and gear change levers 
Useful when using the bike on uneven roads.

3 - LED turn indicators
Kit including two LED turn indicators that stand out for their 
brightness and futuristic design.

2 - Ducati satellite navigator kit Zumo 390 
Preset for ergonomic installation on the motorcycle and featuring 
a dual-channel Bluetooth® connection, supporting simultaneous 
use of intercom and mobile phone. The new, waterproof and 
glove-friendly Zumo390 meets all biker’s requirements, thanks 
to its cutting-edge navigation system and geolocalisation of the 
whole Ducati service network preloaded on the map. It includes 
“nuMaps Lifetime” subscription ensuring up to 4 map updates a 
year, for the whole navigator’s life. 

3 - Touratech rider comfort seat 
This seat has been specifically developed for the new Multistrada 
to offer rider improved seating comfort thanks to its special 
ergonomic shape and contour. The superior quality of two-way 
elastic cover and seams ensures effective waterproofing.
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1- Touratech passenger comfort seat
Designed for pillion riders on the new Multistrada, this seat 
ensures high riding comfort. The superior quality of two-way 
elastic cover and seams ensures effective waterproofing.

2- Seat with lower seat height 
A seat height lowered by 25 mm makes a bike with a marked 
touring character accessible to everyone.

1 - Set of rigid side panniers
Lines and volumes designed to ensure maximum capacity, 
without affecting the dynamic and aesthetic qualities of the 
Multistrada 1200. 

2 - Set of covers for side panniers 
You can choose the colour of the side panniers to install on your 
Multistrada.
Colour version: 

3 - Rear top case kit 
Quick-release system integrated into the bike. 48 litre capacity 
ensures sufficient space for the storing of two full face helmets. 
This kit is to be matched with a set of covers available in different 
colours.

4 - Set of covers for top case 
You can choose the colour of the top cover to install on your 
Multistrada.
Colour version: 

3 - Rear aluminium luggage rack 
The dimensions and finishings ensure that it integrates perfectly 
with the shape of the bike, without affecting the aesthetics.
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More accessories in the family:

1 - Carbon number plate holder cover
2 - Ducati Performance anti-theft system 
3 - Power extension cable with USB port
4 - Ducati Multimedia System
5 - Set of side pannier liners
6 - Top case liner
7 - “Tanklock®” flange kit
8 - Indoor bike cover

3 - Tank pocket bag 
Indispensable for storing a mobile phone, wallet, documents 
and much more, it features a semi-rigid structure, quick-
fitting connection to tank plug and a top pocket designed for a 
smartphone. Kit includes rain cover. Capacity: 5 liters. 

1 - Carbon fuel tank protector 
With a core in real fibre, this adhesive protects the tank and 
integrates the shapes with racing connotations.

1 - Tank bag with tank-lock fastener 
Secure and easy to use, it has a capacity of approx. 14 litres that 
can be expanded to a total of 18 litres. Ideal both in the city and 
during touring use.

2 - Rear bag for passenger seat or luggage rack 
The rolled shape and the tarpaulin, an effective waterproof 
material, ensure that the bag is watertight. Load capacity of        
30 litres. 
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The Multistrada in the photo is equipped with:

- Type-approved carbon silencer
- Engine lug made with steel tubes
- Additional headlamps kit
- Comfort rider seat
- Comfort passenger seat cushion

Multistrada MY13 – MY14
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2 - Type-approved carbon silencer 
It can be mounted directly to the standard catalytic converter 
body. It still makes emissions comply with UE requirements, but 
stands out for top-class trim and typical racing style.

1 - Complete 2-into-1 racing exhaust system
With oversized manifolds and titanium silencers; with removable 
dB killers. Supplied with various protections.  This exhaust 
system provides significantly increased maximum torque and 
power output supported by a racing ECU (supplied) that ensures 
the correct air/fuel ratio and timing advance at all times. It comes 
with a high-efficiency air filter for increased air intake to the fuel-
injection system.
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2 - Rear mudguard for single-sided swingarm
Thanks to the 45 degree carbon weave and protective gel-coat 
the mudguard has improved strength while being lightweight.

1 - Carbon headlight fairing
It reveals the racing soul of Multistrada 1200.

2 - Brake and clutch fluid reservoirs 
Made from billet aluminum with anodized finishing. A high-quality 
accessory that enhances the bike’s look.
Colour version: 

1 - Gran Turismo smoked screen
Adds protection from the elements and helps keep sun glare off 
the instrument panel. Compared to the OE screen, it measures 
40mm taller and 25mm wider.
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2 - Number plate holder kit
Designed and developed using precious materials like aeronautical 
alloys, combining lightweight and structural strength. Kit includes 
LED number plate light and reflector. It complies with prevailing 
standards.

1 - Radiator protective grill
Is made from aluminum and helps protect the cooling system 
from rocks and road debris.  This accessory is a must for any 
adventure bike.

1 - Engine lug made with steel tubes
Further protects the engine from any shock when using the bike 
of bumpy surfaces.

2 - Rider footpegs kit in billet aluminium
With foldaway and adjustable controls; they allow for a customised 
riding position and enhance impact resistance thanks to foldaway 
mechanism on brake and gearchange pedals and pivots.
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2 - Ducati satellite navigator kit Zumo 390
Preset for ergonomic installation on the motorcycle and featuring 
a dual-channel Bluetooth® connection, supporting simultaneous 
use of intercom and mobile phone. The new, waterproof and 
glove-friendly Zumo390 meets all biker’s requirements, thanks 
to its cutting-edge navigation system and geolocalisation of the 
whole Ducati service network preloaded on the map. It includes 
“nuMaps Lifetime” subscription ensuring up to 4 map updates a 
year, for the whole navigator’s life. 

2 - Comfort rider seat 
Built with high-density foam and covered with an anti-slip fabric 
that makes it weather-proof.

1 - Additional headlamps kit
LED lamps offer low consumption and excellent brightness for 
improved vision at night and in the fog.

1 - Hand guard set 
Inspired by off-road and motard design, with racing shapes. Preset 
for installation of the standard turn indicators of the motorcycle.
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2 - Comfort passenger seat cushion 
Extra thick high-density seat foam absorbs bumps and vibration

1 - Seat with lower seat height
Reduces the seat height by 25 mm, making this touring bike 
accessible to everyone in spite of its large size.

2 - Rear aluminium luggage rack 
Features an expandable support surface that increases its loading 
surface when necessary.

1 - Complete set of side panniers 
 with paint-finished covers
Co-designed with the bike, these panniers fit the vehicle’s 
integrated fastening system and their lines and volumes provide 
ample capacity without compromising the Multistrada 1200’s 
road ability. 
Colour version: 
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2 - Soft tank bag
In high-resistance technical fabric; 12-liter capacity. Equipped with 
a convenient carry handle, clear map holder and handy pockets 
for small items. Detachable top pouch doubles as fanny pack.

3 - Top-case with painted cover and quick-release 
 system integrated in the vehicle
48-litre capacity makes for enough room to store two full-face 
helmets. Equipped with passenger back rest.
Colour version: 

1 - Set of covers with varying capacities
To quickly replace standard pannier covers; ideal for adapting 
carrying capacity to specific needs.
Colour version: 

1 - Adhesive carbon tank protector
Protects the tank, giving it a racing look.

More accessories in the family:

1 - Carbon front sprocket cover
2 - Set of billet aluminium rider footrests 
3 - Center stand
4 - Aluminum front axle protectors
5 - Pair of LED turn indicators
6 - Heated plug-&-play twistgrips
7 - Hands-free tank filler plug
8 - Ducati Performance dedicated antitheft system
9 - Pair of saddlebag liners specifically designed 
  for use with hard saddlebags
10 - Top case liner
11 - Tank pocket bag
12 - “Tanklock®” flange kit
13 - Indoor bike cover



The Streetfighter in the photo is equipped with:

- Complete racing exhaust system
- Smoked plexiglas kit
- Rider comfort seat
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1 - Pair of carbon racing silencers 
 with removable dB killers 
Produced by Termignoni. The innovative profile design and 
special section of the outlet end caps emphasize the aggressive, 
lightweight appearance of the Streetfighter. Kit includes racing 
air filter and ECU with dedicated mapping for an exciting riding 
experience.

2 - Homologated titanium silencers kit 
Produced by Termignoni. All new design with innovative profile 
and outlet end caps accentuates the aggressive lines of the 
Streetfighter. Along with the pair of silencers with catalytic 
converter, the kit includes a high-performance filter and an ECU 
with dedicated mapping to increase your riding fun.

1 - Complete racing exhaust system 
It includes stainless steel manifolds and carbon silencers with 
removable dB killers. Standard exhaust layout - produced by 
Termignoni - is optimised to improve the fluid dynamics of 
exhaust gas, and the innovative silencer geometry enhances 
the gritty look of the Streetfighter. Racing air filter and ECU with 
dedicated mapping also included to enhance the performance of 
the Testastretta Evoluzione desmo engine.
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1 - Exhaust pipe support kit 
With passenger footpeg removal; including bracket in structural 
carbon and metal fasteners. It can be applied to all silencers 
(standard and Ducati Performance).

1 - Carbon rear mudguard 
Lends a lightweight appearance to the tail section, while ensuring 
great protection.

2 - Passenger seat cover 
It comes off the same production line as the OE fairing to ensure 
paint-finish will match 100%. Provides one-step conversion from 
road twin-seater to thoroughbred sports bike.
Colour version: 

2 - Carbon ignition switch frame 
It protects the tank area near the ignition lock.
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2 - Universal number plate holder 
Made in anodized aluminum, the kit lends a compact, minimalist 
look to the tail section to emphasize the bike’s shape. The kit 
includes a number plate LED light and two number plates in 
different sizes. Mounts compatible with standard turn indicators 
are also included.

3 - Passenger comfort seat 
Covered in special neoprene look fabric, it features special density 
foamed padding and oversized thicknesses to ensure a high level 
of comfort.

1 - Rider comfort seat 
Made in special neoprene look fabric with exclusive finishes, it 
features special density foamed padding, and it is shaped to give 
the rider maximum support.

1 - Smoked plexiglas kit 
Enhances the rider’s protection against air flow without affecting 
the bike’s aggressive and minimal look.
Colour version: 

More accessories in the family:

1 - Set of billet aluminium rider footrests 
2 - Aluminum front axle protectors
3 - Ducati Quick Shift Streetfighter
4 - Carbon fuel tank protector
5 - Bike cover



The Monster in the photo is equipped with:

- Complete racing exhaust system 
- Carbon instrument cover
- Carbon belt guards
- Carbon heat guard for standard and racing 
 manifolds
- Water radiator carbon cover kit
- Pair of LED turn indicators
- Brake and clutch fluid reservoirs
- Scalloped wheel rim set
- Racing articulated levers kit
- Set of billet aluminium rider footrests
- Anodized billet aluminium handlebar weights
- Under-seat number plate holder
- Set of billet aluminium frame plugs
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3 - Monster Urban accessory package
Quickly interpreting the city’s labyrinthine streets, the Monster 
has always caught the eye of passers-by. Its timeless design is 
enhanced by a series of accessories that transform it into an 
absolute icon of urban attitude.

The Urban package includes: anti-theft kit, tank pocket                         
bag, “Tanklock®” flange kit, set of billet aluminum rear-view 
mirrors - black.

1 - Monster Touring accessory package
Versatility in every situation; thanks to the bags and protective 
windscreen included in the “Touring” package, the Monster 
becomes the most faithful travelling companion. 

The Touring package includes: magnetic tank bag, side panniers 
in thermoformed ABS, smoked windscreen kit.

2 - Monster Sport accessory package 
Monster Instinct means uniqueness and emotion in its pure 
state. The accessories making up the “Sport” package sum up 
the character that has long been synonymous with the “Naked”.

The Sport package includes: carbon ignition switch cover, carbon 
heat guard for standard and racing manifolds, under-seat number 
plate holder, pair of LED turn indicators (x2), adhesive carbon tank 
protection.
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2 - Carbon fibre racing silencer kit 
With dedicated mapping and removable dB killer, this slip-on 
silencer system, produced by Termignoni, unleashes the sound 
and power of the Monster.

3 - Pair of homologated carbon silencers
These silencers  - produced by Termignoni -  are equipped with 
cat converters and approved for road circulation under current 
EU regulations. The lightweight of carbon and Ducati’s masterful 
engineering bring a real thrill to the compliance game. 

1 - Complete racing exhaust system 
Produced by Termignoni with steel manifolds and carbon fiber 
silencers. The silencers are assembled with machined billet end 
caps which showcase their meticulous design. Lighter and more 
efficient than the OE exhaust, the kit includes dedicated engine 
mapping to help provide a 5% increase in performance.
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2 - Carbon fiber lower number plate holder kit 
Moves the number plate closer to the rear tire and adds a beautiful 
carbon fiber finish. This accessory also acts as a splash guard and 
is the must-have customization element to lend your motorcycle 
the true muscle bike look.

1 - Carbon fibre front mudguard 
Carbon adds contrast by replacing the OE painted version.

2 - Carbon fiber rear mudguard
Designed for single-sided swing-arm. It protects the under-tail of 
the bike while enhancing appearance versus the OE version.

1 - Carbon rear mudguard
Clear-cut lines and unique geometry stress the muscular look of 
the new Monster’s tail section.
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3 - Carbon ignition switch cover 
Enhances the look of the bike versus the OE plastic version. 
Details that make a difference.

2 - Passenger seat cover made 
 from 3k plain weave carbon 
Turns your natural-born single-seater into a twin-seater at need.

1 - Carbon cover for single-sided swinging arm 
Combines aggressive design and stylish accents.

2 - Carbon chain guard 
Safety and style merge together only to be emphasized by the 
black look of carbon fiber.

1 - Carbon instrument cover
This cover made from hi-tech material replaces the standard 
instrument panel cover for enhanced wind protection.
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2 - Carbon heat guard for standard 
 and racing manifolds 
High temperature protection with an added touch of style.

1 - Carbon belt guards
To protect timing belts.

2 - Water radiator carbon cover kit 
It turns the water radiator from an essential component for engine 
operating temperature control into an aesthetically pleasing, 
design-enhancing element.

1 - Front sprocket cover 
Made from carbon fiber.
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2 - Smoked windscreen kit 
Complete with fasteners. Features a low-profile design, offering 
effective wind protection without drastically altering the 
appearance of the bike.
Colour version: 

1 - Passenger seat cover in plastic fibre 
In matte black, converts the Monster 821 Dark to a single-seater.
Colour version: 

3 - Under-seat number plate holder
Homologated for road use, it makes the bike’s rear end even 
more streamlined.

4 - Pair of LED turn indicators
Their low-profile enhances the look of the tail section while their 
brightness maintains visibility.
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1 - Billet aluminium water pump cover 
Features a machined finish that adds a show-stopping look to the 
bike.
Colour version: 

1 - Set of billet aluminium frame plugs 
Painstakingly machined on NC machines, these aluminium frame 
plugs blend seamlessly into the Monster lines for an added 
stylish touch.
Colour version: 

2 - Brake and clutch fluid reservoirs 
Made from billet aluminum with anodized finishing. A high-quality 
accessory that enhances the bike’s look.
Colour version: 

2 - Billet aluminium rearview mirror 
Decisive shape and rich in style. Homologated for road use. 
Colour version: 
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1 - Scalloped wheel rim set 
The exclusive machining sets the Scalloped wheel rims apart 
from standard rims, making them unique and stylish objects. 
Sizes: front= 3.5”x17”; rear= 6”x17”.

2 - Aluminum front axle protectors 
In addition to crash protection for the forks, the machined finish 
adds a stylish accent to the front end of the bike.

3 - Set of billet aluminium rider footrests 
Design and material minimize weight while their machined finish 
enhances rider grip to the pegs.
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1 - Touring seat
25 mm higher. It ensures further improved ergonomics and 
increased rider and passenger comfort. This seat is built with 
high-density foam and covered with fine anti-slipping materials 
resistant also to atmospheric agents.

2 - Low Ride seat
With about 20 mm lower seating for better ground reach coupled 
with excellent comfort.

3 - Low Ride seat 
With no less than 40 mm lower seating for better ground reach 
coupled with excellent comfort.

1 - Side panniers in thermoformed ABS
These sturdy yet light panniers, coated with polyester, come with 
fixing brackets and quick-release system. Thanks to their special 
design, these side panniers strike a perfect balance between 
carrying capacity (enough for a helmet) and a slick, aerodynamic 
profile. They are fitted with waterproof zippers and padlocks, 
reflective inserts and rainproof cover.

2 - Passenger seat bag
Up to 15 litre capacity ensures plenty of luggage space and the 
innovative hi-tech fabric makes for superior wear resistance.
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1 - Tank pocket bag
Indispensable for storing a mobile phone, wallet, documents 
and much more, it features a semi-rigid structure, quick-
fitting connection to tank plug and a top pocket designed for a 
smartphone. Kit includes rain cover. Capacity: 5 liters. 

2 - “Tanklock®” flange kit
For fastening pocket bag.

3 - Magnetic tank bag 
Features weather resistant fabric, side pockets, zipper closures 
and a total capacity of 12 liters.

More accessories in the family:

1 - Öhlins adjustable steering damper 
2 - Racing articulated levers kit  
3 - Anti-theft kit 
4 - Indoor storage bike canvas cover 

1 - Adhesive carbon tank protection
Surface protection resin. Made op of three parts, it avoids the 
contact with the jacket and pants zippers which could scratch the 
paint.



Monster 696/796, 1100/1100Evo models

The Monster in the photo is equipped with:

- Racing silencers with carbon sleeve and 
 removable Db killers 
- Carbon fiber exhaust pipe heat guard 
- ABS tail guard kit
- Set of billet aluminium rider footrests
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1 - Racing silencers with carbon sleeve 
 and removable Db killers 
Produced by Termignoni and provided with removable Db killers. 
Thanks to this exhaust system M1100Evo shows all its spirited 
character. Exciting performance levels are ensured by the Racing 
ECU with dedicated mapping and by the streamlined design; 
everything is enriched by the exuberant Ducati twin-cylinder roar.

1 - Racing silencers with carbon sleeve 
 and removable Db killers 
Produced by Termignoni and provided with removable Db killers. 
Streamlined and aggressive design. A dedicated ECU and a high 
efficiency air filter enhance engine power delivery.

2 - Stainless steel silencers with carbon endcaps 
Produced by Termignoni and provided with carbon endcaps. The 
supplied ECU and the high-efficiency air filter optimize engine 
power delivery even at low rpm.
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1 - Titanium silencers
They make the bike lighter, enhancing it by producing a richer and 
fuller engine sound. The supplied ECU and high-efficiency air filter 
optimize engine power delivery even at low rpm.

1 - Carbon fiber exhaust pipe heat guard 
Function meets aesthetics: heat protection and sleek carbon-look 
design.

2 - ABS tail guard kit 
Kit includes an aluminum number plate holder and LED number 
plate light.
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3 - Pair of semi-rigid saddlebags 
Constructed from “Sky” fabric, these bags are resistant to 
weather and chemicals. These 14 liter bags also mount with an 
anti-theft retaining system, and feature a useful carrying handle 
and water-resistant protective covers.

1 - Monster low ride seat 
Reduces seat height by approximately 20 mm.

1 - Rear bag
Made in technical fabric highly resistant to solvents, UV rays and 
other corrosive agents. Can be mounted on the passenger seat; 
its capacity can be expanded up to 18 liters.

2 - Tank pocket bag
Indispensable for storing a mobile phone, wallet, documents 
and much more, it features a semi-rigid structure, quick-
fitting connection to tank plug and a top pocket designed for a 
smartphone. Kit includes rain cover. Capacity: 5 liters. 
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More accessories in the family:

1 - Pair of carbon fiber muffler heat guards 
2 - Set of billet aluminium rider footrests
3 - Aluminum front axle protectors
4 - LED turn indicators
5 - Tank protector with carbon fiber core and 
  protective resin surface
6 - Bike cover

1 - Comfort seat
Built with high-density foam and covered with a weather-proof 
anti-slip fabric. Ensures improved riding position and greater 
comfort for rider and passenger.

1 - Set of passenger grab handles made 
 in a highly resistant material
They assure due support and increase passenger comfort.



The Hypermotard in the photo is equipped with:

- Complete racing exhaust unit 
- Carbon headlight fairing
- Water radiator carbon cover kit
- Under-tank side panels made from carbon fiber 
- Carbon and aluminum number plate holder kit
- Carbon fiber tail guard kit
- Billet aluminum brake fluid reservoir
- Racing seat
- Adhesive carbon tank protector
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3 - NHY Urban accessory package
Breath-taking performance during the weekend and a bike for 
any occasion; the “Urban” package allows the Hypermotard to 
become an irreplaceable element of daily life.

The Urban package includes: carbon rear mudguard, carbon and 
aluminum number plate holder kit, anti-theft kit.

1 - NHY Touring accessory package
A motard through the turns and a versatile travelling companion; 
thanks to the “Touring” package of accessories, the Hypermotard 
guarantees enjoyment in total freedom. 

The Touring package includes: heated grips kit, semi-rigid top 
case kit, soft tank bag, passenger grab handles.

2 - NHY Sport accessory package 
It is difficult to render the Hypermotard even more exciting; only 
the titanium exhaust, with its full, rich sound, together with the 
other accessories in the “Sport” package, can provide a response 
and open the doors to limitless enjoyment.

The Sport package includes: homologated low silencer in 
titanium, set of billet aluminium rider footrests, adhesive carbon 
tank protector.
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1 - Complete racing exhaust unit 
Produced by Termignoni. With titanium silencer and carbon 
endcap in lifted position for enhanced dynamic look. The system, 
along with the included up-map key, which allows enabling the 
upload of a dedicated mapping, unleashes the power of the new 
821cc engine, boosting its rideability and power delivery. The 
reduced weight and its power and torque increased by 5% simply 
highlight the sports qualities of the Hypermotard for unparalleled 
riding pleasure. The system also includes a high-performance air 
filter cover for improved fluid dynamic efficiency and rear LED 
turn indicators for a more attractive look.

2 - Homologated low silencer in titanium 
Produced by Termignoni with integrated catalytic converter. 
Sports design and performance packed into an item of everyday 
use. The quality of the materials, the titanium of the sleeve and 
the carbon of the endcap and heat guard take the concept of 
exclusivity intrinsic in the new generation Hypermotard to a 
whole new level.

1 - Homologated raised silencer in titanium 
Produced by Termignoni with catalytic converter on the manifold. 
The high position in pure “Motard” style, the endcap and heat 
guard in carbon reassert the grit of the new Hyper. The kit includes 
the up-map key, which allows enabling a dedicated mapping, for 
an even smoother and fuller power delivery.
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2 - Water radiator carbon cover kit 
It turns the water radiator from an essential component for engine 
operating temperature control into an aesthetically pleasing, 
design-enhancing element. 

3 - Carbon rear mudguard 
Protects from mud and debris without reducing rear end 
aggressive look.

1 - Carbon headlight fairing
Boosts the racing look of the new Hypermotard.
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2 - Carbon center tank cover 
This unique and stylish component enhances the sporty 
demeanor of the bike and proudly displays the Ducati Corse 
shield.

1 - Short carbon front mudguard 
Emphasizes the supermoto style of the bike.

2 - Under-tank side panels 
 made from carbon fiber 
Provide a more race-oriented look.

1 - Carbon fiber belt covers 
Carbon offers lightweight and strength to protect the timing belts.
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2 - Carbon tailpipe protector 
Protects against high temperatures while maintaining the racing 
look.

1 - Carbon and aluminum number plate holder kit 
Shorter than its standard version, it lends the rear end of the 
motorcycle a more aggressive style.

2 - Carbon heat guard for standard silencer 
The texture of carbon fiber creates a barrier against heat from the 
exhaust system.

1 - Carbon fiber tail guard kit
Replaces the OE body panels and helps create a “stealth” theme.
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1 - Larger touring windscreen 
60 mm higher and 30 mm wider compared to its standard version, 
it ensures outstanding aerodynamic protection and against 
reflecting sunlight, providing that riding comfort that makes the 
new Hypermotard a touring motorcycle as well.
Colour version: 

2 - Set of hand guards with integrated 
 racing-style turn indicators 
A streamlined, Supermotard-inspired design.

3 - Billet aluminum brake fluid reservoir
A high-quality accessory improving the motorcycle’s aesthetics.
Colour version: 

1
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1 - Ducati satellite navigator kit Zumo 390 
Preset for ergonomic installation on the motorcycle and featuring 
a dual-channel Bluetooth® connection, supporting simultaneous 
use of intercom and mobile phone. The new, waterproof and 
glove-friendly Zumo390 meets all biker’s requirements, thanks 
to its cutting-edge navigation system and geolocalisation of the 
whole Ducati service network preloaded on the map. It includes 
“nuMaps Lifetime” subscription ensuring up to 4 map updates a 
year, for the whole navigator’s life. 

3 - Pair of LED turn indicators 
Their low-profile enhances the look of the tail section while their 
brightness maintains visibility.

1 - Set of billet aluminium rider footrests
Design and material minimize weight while their machined finish 
enhances rider grip to the pegs.

2 - Standard centre stand 
Designed to offer the utmost stability and parking safety. A must-
have for touring use of the motorcycle.

2 - Heated grips kit
Fit to mounting points on handlebar and feature temperature 
adjustment to keep hands warm even when riding in cold 
weather conditions.
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1 - Anti-theft kit 
Consisting of movement, tamper, and lift sensors. This kit features 
an audible alarm and remote control activation.

1 - Semi-rigid top case kit 
Thermo-formed interior and fabric exterior. Features a backrest 
cushion for the passenger. Includes a support plate and a quick 
fastening/unfastening system. With a capacity of 31 L, it ensures 
great loading capacity.

2 - Soft tank bag 
Made of resistant material and reinforced with padding. 9 L 
capacity expandable up to 12 L. Features reflective inserts and 
large side pockets. Waterproof taped stitching, transparent map 
holder pocket and removable tablet holder. Rain cover included.

2 - Set of semi-rigid side panniers
Featuring modern lines that perfectly fit the style of the 
motorcycle. Thermo-formed interior and fabric exterior. Each with 
a capacity of 25 L, they make the Hypermotard an outstanding 
touring motorcycle.
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3 - “Journey” seat
Made of artificial leather and refined stitching and foamed 
material for the best comfort of the passenger; rider seat 20 mm 
lower than the standard version.

4 - Low seat
Features weatherproof fabric and red stitching providing a 
“custom look”.  It reduces seat height by 20 mm.

1 - Passenger grab handles
Made of high-resistant material, they ensure support, stability 
and comfort to the passenger.

2 - Rear aluminium luggage rack
Features an expandable support surface that increases its loading 
surface when necessary.
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1 - Racing seat 
Special profile is designed for a more forward ride postion to aid 
the rider with improved handling and control. Special padding 
and special fabric cover are used ensure high comfort level and 
prevent rider from sliding.

1 - Adhesive carbon tank protector
Protects the tank, giving it a racing look.

More accessories in the family:

1 - Engine guard kit
2 - Aluminum front axle protectors
3 - Lefts-side pannier kit
4 - Left-hand side pannier bracket
5 - Bike cover
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Ducati has always placed great emphasis on safety and encourages its customers to use their motorcycles sensibly and responsibly in compliance with traffic regulations, to always wear a type- approved helmet and adequate protective gear and to make sure
their passengers do the same when riding two-up.

SPECIAL WARNINGS: The pictures of the catalogue may refer to prototypes, subject to possible major changes upon mass production and they serve only as a reference, for your information, they are not binding in any way for Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A. - a
sole shareholder Company - a Company subject to the Management and Coordination activities of AUDI AG - (“Ducati”). Ducati reserves the right to make changes and improvements to any product without any obligation to give prior notice or to carry out such 
changes to products already sold. This catalogue, including but not limited to the brands, logos, texts, images, graphics and index contained within it, are the property of Ducati or Ducati holds the reproduction rights; any reproduction, modification or other use of 
the catalogue and its contents is strictly forbidden without prior consent from Ducati. Have products shown in this catalogue installed, mounted, removed and/or repaired exclusively by entities belonging to Ducati Authorised Network (dealers and/or authorised 
workshops). Ducati does not guarantee nor can be held responsible or liable in case these products are not used as intended, are installed, serviced and/ or modified by the customer or by third parties not authorised by Ducati. For more information please 
visit ducati.com. Date of printing november 2015.

GENERAL WARRANTY CONDITIONS:
1) Consumer warranty rights
1.1 Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A. - a sole shareholder Company - a Company subject to the Management and Coordination activities of AUDI AG - (hereinafter “Ducati”) - via Cavalieri Ducati, 3 - 40132 Bologna, Italy – warrants all new products included in the 
present catalogue for a period of twenty-four (24) months from delivery date by the dealer to the first owner. This warranty covers the manufacturing faults acknowledged and ascertained by Ducati in all the countries being part of Ducati sales and service 
network (“Official Network”).
1.2 Purchase of the accessory entails the explicit acceptance of the standard Ducati warranty offered to purchasers. In these cases the consumer is entitled to the free repair or replacement of the defective product according to Ducati’s own discretion.
1.3 The defective products replaced under warranty become property of Ducati.
1.4 This warranty keeps unchanged the unbreakable rights acknowledged to the consumer by the relevant local imperative regulations, such as, but not limited to, the 99/44/EC directive, as implemented by every single country.
2) Exclusions
2.1 The warranty offered by Ducati does not cover: a) the products used on motorcycles in any kind of sports competitions; b) the parts on hired motorcycles; c) the products showing defects originated by accidents, negligence or overload; d) the defects 
originated by normal wear, oxidization or bad weather conditions; e) the defects the consumer was aware of or could not be unaware of according to ordinary diligence upon product delivery and receipt: f) the parts which were disassembled, modified, installed
and/or repaired by people other than Official Network personnel; g) the faulty products due to misuse or abuse of the concerned product or motorcycle. 
2.2 The standard warranty offered by Ducati on the product does not extend to the motorcycle to which the product is installed.
3) Consumer’s obligations
3.1 The following indications shall be accomplished in order to maintain general warranty conditions validity: a) keep the tax document certifying the purchase of the product involved showing the relevant purchase date; b) notify any possible defects to Ducati, 
via the Official Network, within 2 months from the day faults were detected; c) strictly comply with the instructions and warnings given by Ducati and coming with the product.
3.2 Failure to meet obligations under Section 3.1 will make this standard warranty issued by Ducati become null and void.
4) Liability
4.1 Ducati guarantees that the products contained in the present catalogue are suitable to their intended use and have the properties declared by Ducati. Ducati does not guarantee in any way that these products are suitable to other purposes than those they
are manufactured for. Ducati disclaims all responsibility or liability for any defects due to misuse, actions or changes made by unauthorized third parties or by the customer, i.e. accidental or intentional damages occurred after product delivery. 
4.2 The consumer releases Ducati from any liability resulting from any accidents to people or objects caused by the products included in the present catalogue or during their use.
4.3 Any defects or delays in repairs or replacements by the Official Network do not entitle the consumer to any compensation or warranty extension from Ducati. 
4.4 Ducati reserves the right to make any changes and improvements to the products it markets, with no obligation to make such changes to the motorcycles sold prior to change introduction.
4.5 The consumer agrees that any claims concerning this standard warranty issued by Ducati shall be governed by the Italian law.
- Ducati disclaims any liability for any consequences which may arise for the consumer in case these products are used in violation of the prevailing rules.

Learn more about our accessories on www.ducati.com
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